Whole-cell recordings from visualized C1 adrenergic bulbospinal neurons: ionic mechanisms underlying vasomotor tone.
The membrane properties of visually identified, DiI retrogradely labeled bulbospinal neurons of the C1 adrenergic cell group were studied by whole-cell recordings in brainstem slices from 7- to 10-day-old rats. A post-hoc histochemical analysis allowed us to evaluate the electrophysiological properties of the C1 adrenergic neurons, a group of cells known to project to the sympathetic preganglionic neurons. Two types of cells were labeled: pacemaker and non-pacemaker neurons. In voltage-clamp mode, C1 pacemaker neurons exhibited a TTX-sensitive, persistent inward current that was activated between -55 and -50 mV and reached a peak between -40 and -30 mV. This current was significantly larger in the pacemaker neurons as compared to the non-pacemaker neurons and appeared to be a principal conductance driving the C1 pacemaker activity. Two other conductances modulated the frequency of pacemaker discharge: (1) an anomalous rectifier accelerated pacemaker frequency by three synergistic actions: (a) depolarizing it at rest, (b) increasing the slope of the pacemaker potentials, and (c) limiting hyperpolarizing membrane excursions; and (2) an A-type current which had two opposing actions: (a) slowing it by decreasing the slope of the pacemaker potential, and (b) accelerating it by repolarizing the fast action potential. Persistent sodium current functions as the driver potential responsible for the tonic firing pattern of the C1 bulbospinal neurons providing a cellular mechanism responsible for the descending excitatory drive imposed onto sympathetic preganglionic neurons. Thus, it may explain how C1 neurons may function to maintain vasomotor tone or modulate other autonomic functions. This study is the first attempt to analyze voltage-activated membrane conductances of RVLM neurons of known phenotype and axonal connections.